
THE 
SHINING ICON

OF THE SEA

style  passion  design



The distinctive creativity and meticulous craftsmanship 

of froguen boats presents you with a cruising

experience in harmony with nature

from small adventures
to lenghty vacations



Designed for boat enthusiasts who dream to go 

beyond the ordinary, froguen boats are a product 

of true passion and intricate crafting, built with a 

half a century of experience in design and wood 

craftsmanship. froguen boats was developed with an 

ideology of creating a better cruising and onboard 

experience bringing together comfort, quality, design, 

and performance. The boats are crafted from natural 

materials with sustainable resources. Whether it be 

for entertaining, cruising, or simply relaxing, froguen 

boats will indulge you with the ultimate boating 

experience.

With the pursuit of the better, froguen’s aspirations 

were brought to life with froguen CrusierW2, a fully 

crafted, outboard, wooden jewel that does not require 

a crew. Far from being just a day-boat, it is also a 

highly comfortable and prestigious accommodation 

on the move. From small adventures to lengthy 

vacations, the froguen CruiserW2 is everything you 

desire, and more.

Manufacturing and design teams of IKOOR and 

Mikodam are the creators of froguen boats. Being 

the manufacturer for projects such as Heydar Aliyev 

Auditorium designed by Zaha Hadid Architects, and 

Flow Wall (Istanbul Airport, Turkish Airlines Loung-

es) by SOFTROOM, IKOOR excels in creating organic 

and parametric forms from natural solid wood and 

adapting these to complex spaces. Dealing in a glob-

al market with its luxury acoustic wall and ceiling 

panels as well as its furniture lines, Mikodam is a pro-

fessional in creating luxurious solutions for all kinds 

of spaces.

With their portfolio extending from residential spac-

es to hospitality and commercial projects ranging 

from hotels of different scales to cultural centers and 

boat interiors Mikodam and IKOOR carry an exten-

sive experience in furniture, interiors, and architec-

tural design with a knowledge of creating spaces of 

style and comfort that satisfy expectations of a wide 

spectrum of clients.

Heydar Aliyev Center

froguen CruiserW2



Inspiring from nature and nurturing a respect for it, 

froguen boats are crafted from natural materials with 

sustainable resources. The organic forms derive from 

nature, creating designs with flowing silhouettes that 

float along with the waves. We firmly believe that us-

ing natural materials has a balancing effect for the 

mind and the soul, allowing the user to reground and 

reconnect with nature and themselves, bringing out 

the strength, inspiration, and qualities a person is 

filled with. 

A thorough study of different spatial arrangements of 

yachts and boats of similar sizes and their drawbacks 

has yielded in the design of the froguen CruiserW2, 

the result being an unconventional creative layout 

that has been carefully thought through. Embracing 

the elements of spatial design, taking into considera-

tion the circulation requirements of its users and cre-

ating spaces that are appealing and pleasurable, the 

froguen CruiserW2 surpasses simple boat design. 

The axial design allows a flowing symmetrical circu-

lation, giving the feeling of a large surfboard, permit-

ting easy access from front to back, and gathering 

everyone for pleasant get-togethers in a social space 

that provides extra splash protection thanks to the 

elevated gunwale. The cockpit, which is usually locat-

ed in the middle of boats, was especially eliminated, 

thus instead of isolating the captain, puts him at the 

heart of the social space, giving him the chance to 

enjoy the company as much as the smooth cruising 

experience while keeping complete command of the 

yacht.

froguen CruiserW2 is a masterpiece of organic 

design that floats on water. Its colors transcend 

from oak’s light warmness to walnut’s deepness, to 

the nobleness of black; offering accommodation at 

the comfort level of a home and high performance 

exceeding 30 Knots with its two outboard motors. 

The outboard engines allow easy maintenance and 

protection from soilage, while proving their excellence 

in speed. froguen CruiserW2 can be custom ordered 

with or without engines and navigational gear with 

options of different powered engines.
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froguen CruiserW2: a fully crafted, outboard, wooden jewel 

that doesn’t require a crew. The perfect size for taking off 

spontaneously, answering the call of the sea speeding away to let 

independence wash over you.

let independence 
wash over you



EXTERIOR
Rear Deck

The stern allows easy boarding while the steps that 

easily ascend to the deck welcome you comfortably 

and elegantly. The axial design gathers everyone on 

the deck for jolly get-togethers, centering the cap-

tain at the heart of this space while allowing easy 

access to the bow. 

The folding table in the middle along with the com-

fortable seating allow to host crowded gatherings 

and meals, while offering an intimate lounge area. 

Enjoy easy company and boost the pleasure you get 

from cruising while the froguen CruiserW2 takes on 

the task of accommodating all.

The froguen CruiserW2 does not require a crew and 

is the perfect size for taking off spontaneously, an-

swering to the call of the sea, speeding away to let 

the feeling of independence overtake you. 



An homage to waves reflecting the beauty of the water

The smooth flowing form of crafted natural wood gives the 

feeling of surfing the waves: thrilling, mesmerizing, and powerful.

cruising experience 
in harmony with nature



The bow is like a lounge area with front row adjust-

able seats that allow you to enjoy the might of the 

waves. From stern to bow, there are no visual dis-

ruptions. The smooth form and the flowing pattern 

of crafted natural wood, gives the feeling of surfing 

the waves: thrilling, mesmerizing, and powerful. The 

marine-grade leather seats on the bow can be ad-

justed, making sure that you and your guests are as 

relaxed as can be while sunbathing or enjoying a nice 

cocktail. 

EXTERIOR
Bow



The interior of the froguen CruiserW2 surrounds you with elegant 

curves emphasized with soft accent lighting and the warmth of 

natural oak and walnut. froguen indulges its users with interior 

spaces that match the quality and comfort of a home.

comfort & beauty 
make no compromises



Despite its compact size, froguen CruiserW2 

contains 2 spacious cabins as well as a galley that is 

quite well equipped for its size. froguen CruiserW2 

accommodates 4 guests comfortably and can host 

up to 12 people. The interior, with its large windows 

and materials of finest quality, is composed in a way 

that makes sure being inside is not an obligation but 

a pleasurable preference.

Serene and peaceful, front cabin is designed as the master cabin. Resting on the large bed, as the waves rock 

you and the gentle accent light calms you, the sea so close you can see the sparkles in the water in the night’s 

darkness; this is the place you will find yourself dreaming of even when you are on land. This intimate and private 

cabin, crowned with oak and walnut waves, crafted from natural wood into this harmonious flowing design, is 

guaranteed to make your journeys on the froguen CruiserW2 special.

INTERIOR
Front Cabin

froguen boats are a product of true passion and intricate crafting, 

combining traditional and innovative techniques to achieve 

perfection

fully craf ted from 
natural oak and  walnut



The design of the exterior deck allows for the ideal 

dimensions of the rear cabin, which can be used 

as a common space, especially in harsh weather 

conditions, providing the feel and comfort of a living 

room; also, at night as a second bedroom, with the 

seating converting into a large double bed. 

Or you can unfold only one of the seating units into 

a single-bed, providing a comfortable private suite 

for a single guest. With the warmth of natural oak 

surrounding you, the floor complements the design 

with its dark shade of walnut, and the windows adorn 

the cabin with a magnificent scenery and give you 

the feeling that you are literally in the water. 

INTERIOR
Rear Cabin

The galley is the space with the maximum head 

space so that you can move freely while spending 

time downstairs. 

With the overhead shelves, walnut cupboards and 

built-in full-size fridge/freezer unit that blends right 

in, there is plenty of space for kitchen equipment. 

INTERIOR
Galley & Bathroom



11.45 M | 36′6″
12.40 M | 40′8″
3.24 M | 10′7″
2.74 M | 8′11″

2.5 M | 8′2″
1.8 M - 1.95 M | 5′9” - 6′4″
4.2 M | 13′9″

70 CM | 27.56″
55 CM | 21.65″

360 + 360 = 720 Lt
260 + 300 = 560 Lt
60 Lt
60 Lt

6500 kg | 14 330 lbs
9390 kg | 20 701 lbs

2 X 300 HORSEPOWER YAMAHA F3000 FSTN

223.7 kW X 2
5000-6000

YAMAHA CL5
GARMIN GPSMAQP 923xsv, WORLDWODE W/ GMR 18HD+
GARMIN GHP REACTOR40 SBW YAMAHA COREPACK

GARMIN GT51M-TM, Xdcr, 12 pin, 16deg, TILTED CLEARVU
ICOM IC-M330 GE FIXED VHF

MIKODAM
MIKODAM
IKOOR
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PEOPLE 12
2 CABINS + GALLEY&BATHROOM

11.45 M | 36′6″

12.40 M | 40′8″

3.24 M | 10′7″

4.
2 

M
 | 

13
′9

″

OVERALL LENGTH (excluding motors and anchor)
OVERALL LENGTH (including motors )
BEAM
WATERLINE BEAM

HEIGHT-MAIN BODY
FREEBOARD
HEIGHT-FULL

DRAFT (with full tanks)
DRAFT (with empty tanks)
(propeller not included in draft measurements)

FUEL TANK
FRESH WATER TANK
BLACK WATER TANK
GREY WATER TANK

DRY WEIGHT
DISPLACEMENT WEIGHT

froguen boats can be custom ordered with or without engines and navigational gear with options of different powered engines. For the prototype froguen CruiserW2 the 
following gear were allowing a speed capability over 30 Knotts

MOTOR
RATED POWER (kW)
RATED PERIOD

DISPLAY
CHARTPLOTTER
AUTOPILOT

TRANSDUCER
RADIO

CONCEPT&EXTERIOR DESIGN
INTERIOR&DECK DESIGN
MANUFACTURING&LOGISTICS
ACCOMMODATION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION



www.froguen.com

/froguenboats

FOR THOSE WHO
APPRECIATE RARE

MASTERPIECES


